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Product Support
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WARRANTY

Stevens AeroModel guarantees this kit to be free from defects in both material  and workmanship at the 
date of purchase.  This warranty does not cover any component parts damaged by use or modification.   
In no case shall  Stevens AeroModel’s liability exceed the original cost of the purchased kit.  Further, 
Stevens AeroModel reserves the right to change or modify this warranty without notice.

LIABILITY RELEASE

In that Stevens AeroModel  has no control  over the final assembly or material used for final assembly, 
no liability shall be assumed nor accepted for any damage resulting from the use by the user of the final 
user-assembled product.  By the act of using the user-assembled product, the user accepts all resulting 
liability.

If the buyer is not prepared to accept the liability associated with the use of this product, the buyer is 
advised to return this kit immediately in new and unused condition to the place of purchase.

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED FOR CHILDREN 12 YEARS OF AGE OR YOUNGER

WARNING:  This product may contain chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and 
or birth defects or other reproductive harm.

PRODUCT SUPPORT

This product has been engineered to function properly and perform as advertised with the suggested 
power system and supporting electronics as outlined within this product manual.  Product support 
cannot be provided nor can Stevens AeroModel assist in determining the suitability or use of 
electronics, hardware, or power systems not explicitly recommended by Stevens AeroModel.

For product assembly support, replacement parts, hardware, and electronics to complete this model 
please contact Stevens AeroModel on-line at www.stevensaero.com.

Stevens AeroModel
PO Box 15347 - Colorado Springs, CO 80935 - USA

719-387-4187 - www.stevensaero.com

http://www.stevensaero.com
http://www.stevensaero.com


Project Checklist

Kit Contents

☐ Laser cut wood (7 Sheets - See inventory on following pages)
☐ Photo Illustrated instruction Manual
☐ Covering and Wire Strut Templates (2 pages 11x17)
☐ 3 - Pre-bent Wire Struts
☐ 2 - 1/64 in. Plywood Float Bottoms Part “F16”

☐ Small Hardware Bag (3 x 3 in.)
8 - Steel Landing Gear Straps [DUB158]
16 - #2 x 1/4 in. Screws
2 - 1/8 in. Balsa Parts “F6”
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Required Building Supplies and Tools

☐ 1/2 oz. Medium CA Glue
☐ 1/2 oz. Thin CA Glue
☐ CA glue accelerator (kicker)
☐ Balsa filler
☐ Hobby Knife with ample supply of #11 blades
☐ Sanding block with 400 and 600 grit paper
☐ Heat Gun  and Covering Iron
☐ 1 Roll AeroFILM Covering Material

Suggested Building Supplies

☐ 1/2 oz. Thick CA Glue
☐ CA glue de-bonder
☐ CA glue accelerator
☐ Low Tack Painters Masking Tape
☐ Soldering Iron with fine tip



Laser Cut Parts Inventory (not to scale)
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General Assembly Instructions

Thank you, for purchasing this Stevens AeroModel float kit.  This product has been designed exclusively 
to fit our Sky Scout 425 scale model aircraft.  We developed and manufactured this float kit using state of 
the art CAD/CAM systems and features a unique interlocking construction process that, when compared 
to traditional methods found in other model aircraft kits, save countless hours of measuring, cutting, 
sanding, and fitting.  We are certain that you’ll  find our kit to offer a truly exceptional  build experience.  As 
this kit is recommended for the novice model  builder and “pilot”; we invite absolute beginners to 
correspond with us, or to seek the help of another seasoned builder.  At any time should one run across a 
term or technique that is foreign please don’t hesitate to contact our staff with your questions.  

READ THIS

Please READ and RE-READ these instructions along with any other included documentation prior to 
starting your build and or contacting our staff for builder support.

Pre-sanding

Do not skip this step.  Prior to removing any parts from the laser cut sheet wood use a sanding block 
loaded with 250-400 grit paper and lightly sand the back side of each sheet of wood.  This step removes 
any residue produced as a result of the laser cutting process and, as we have found that most stock wood 
sizes run several thousandths of an inch over sized, slightly reduces the thickness of each sheet.

Leave your pre-sanded parts in the sheet until required in the assembly process.

Protecting your worktable

Use the poly tube that this kit was shipped in as a non-stick barrier between your worktable and the 
product assembly.  Promptly clean up any epoxy spills with rubbing alcohol and a disposable towel.

Bonding the assembly

As this product tabs, notches, and otherwise interlocks like a 3D puzzle we suggest that when fitting parts 
you dry fit (use no glue) the parts together first.  It’s advised to work 1-2 steps ahead in the instructions 
using this dry-fit technique which allows ample opportunity to inspect the fit and location of assembled 
components and realizes a benefit as each successive part contributes to pulling the entire assembly 
square.  Once you arrive at the end of a major assembly step(s) square your work on top of a flat building 
table and revisit the dry fit joints with glue.  Using the dry-fit process you’ll be able to recover from a minor 
build mistake and will ultimately end up with a more square and true assembly.  

Unless otherwise noted in the instructions, always use medium CA glue for bonding parts.

Never force the fit!

Remember this is a precision cut kit our machines cut to within 5 thousandth of an inch in accuracy.    Yet 
the wood stock supplied by the mill may vary in thickness by up to 20 thousandths.  This variance in the 
wood stock can cause some tabs/notches to fit very tight.  With this in mind, should you find a joint or two 
to fit rather snug consider lightly sanding a tight fitting tab rather than crushing and forcing your parts 
together.  You’ll break fewer parts in assembly and will end up with a more square and true assembly.
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Definitions of Construction Terminology:
Fit - Assemble parts together “dry”, using no glue, as friction between the fit parts alone should retain 
the pieces within the assembly.

Tack / Tack Glue - Use medium CA glue administered sparingly through use of a fine gauge glue tip 
to place a small dot of glue to retain fit parts within assembly (non-permanent easily separated).

Bond - Unless otherwise specified, use thin or medium CA glue and a fine applicator tip to thoroughly 
glue parts within assembly along all mating surfaces.

Fillet - Use medium or thick CA glue administered through a fine to medium gauge glue tip to build up 
a trough of glue along adjoining parts.  The easiest way to understand what a proper glue fillet looks 
like is to go and have a look at the caulk that seals your bathroom shower or tub to the walls and 
floor; your glue fillet should resemble this caulking.  Fillets are typically used in high stress locations 
such as motor or landing gear assemblies.

Harden - When requested to harden a wooden part with glue we are suggesting that a thin viscosity 
CA glue is applied liberally to an area (usually a mounting hole for a screw, exit point for landing gear, 
or some other part that needs additional  strength), allowed to wick into the fibers and pores of the 
material, and cure.

Proper Use of Thin, Medium, and Thick Cyanoacrylate (CA) Glue

Follow the general tips given below for determining the proper use of the various viscosities and 
varieties of CA glue as they relate to the construction of balsa and hardwood models.  We suggest 
the use of a “Top Shelf” CA glue such as Zap brand glues as they have proven more consistent in 
formulation, working time, and strength than the wide array of budget glue products.

Thin - This watery form of CA glue readily wicks into porous materials (such as balsa or ply woods)  
and cures/sets rapidly (usually within 1-3 seconds of application).  A fine gauge glue tip is mandatory 
in regulating the flow of this CA glue from bottle to model.  Thin CA glue is excellent at rapidly bonding 
tight fitting joints and hardening areas of balsa wood.  Thin CA glue is not suggested for bonding  
parts that have minor gaps or spans to bridge, wrapped parts (such as sheeting), or when additional 
working time is required.  Generally an accelerator is not used with thin CA glue.

Medium - A general purpose glue with good gap filling properties, fair wicking ability, and intermediate 
working times (5-10 seconds).  Medium CA glue is an excellent glue for temporarily bonding or 
tacking parts together, filling minor gaps, bonding plywoods, creating fillets, and reinforcing high 
stress areas of the model  such as spars and motor mounts.  A fine gauge applicator tip is 
recommended to precisely apply medium CA glue.  Accelerators are typically not used with medium 
CA glue unless repairing a previously bonded joint.

Thick  - Generally not required for construction of our model kits, thick CA glue gives the user extra 
working time (10-20 seconds) to properly locate and apply sheeting, build larger fillets, or fill large 
gaps.  Accelerators are generally preferred when making repairs with thick CA glue.

Accelerator - Commonly referred to as “Kicker” and available in pump and aerosol  configurations.  
Good for setting glue rapidly when making repairs or to decrease the working time of Medium and 
Thick CA’s.  An accelerated glue joint is typically weaker than if the glue was left to cure normally. 

Odorless / Foam Safe - Often available in Medium and Thick formulas, this glue sets very slowly and 
does not produce as many fumes when curing.  Good for use in place of normal CA glue when the 
user is sensitive to the fumes or has a CA glue allergy.  Accelerators are almost mandatory to 
decrease the working time of this product.
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Float Construction
The following assembly photos detail building the  
left float assembly.  Build two floats, a right and 
left, to complete the kit.

☐ Fit former F2 to front slots of inner frame F1.

Proper fit, the tabs on former F2 (as well as 
F3, F4, and F5) will  extend past inner frame 
by 1/16 in., and will later be used to locate the 
F11 side panels.

☐ Fit former F3 to inner frame F1, behind former 
F2

☐ Fit former F4 to inner frame F1, behind former 
F3.

☐ Fit former F5 to rear slots of inner frame F1, 
behind former F4.

☐ Fit remaining inner frame F1 to formers.  
Invert assembly, square on a flat surface and 
tack glue formers to inner frames.
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Float Construction Cont.
☐ Tack F6 to front of frame assembly.

☐ Fit and bond F7a to F7b to create part F7.

☐ Fit F7 to underside of assembly, behind the 
step.  Square assembly on a flat surface and 
bond with medium CA.

☐ With etching up and arrow forward, tack ply 
part F8(L) to slots within frame sides and tabs 
on former F3.  Note: When building right float 
use part F8(R).

☐ With etching up and arrow forward, tack ply 
part F9(L) to slots within frame sides and tabs 
on former F5.  Note: when building right float 
use part F9(R).

☐ Fit and bond F10a to F10b to create part F10.
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Float Construction Cont.
☐ Fit forward deck F10 to frame assembly, 

spanning F6, former F2 and forward mounting 
plate F8.  Square assembly on a flat surface 
and tack at mating surface of formers, sides, 
and decking with medium CA.

☐ At front of float, sand F6 and F10 to match  
profile of the front of the inner fame sides F1.

☐ At rear of float, sand F7 to match profile of the 
rear of the inner frame sides F1.

☐ Locate float sides F11 to right and left side of 
float assembly using tabs in formers to align 
part.  Bond from inside by wicking thin CA 
glue between inner frame and float sides.

☐ Fit and bond F12a to F12b to create part F12.

☐ Fit middle decking F12 to float assembly, 
spanning F8, F9 and former F4.  Bond with 
thick or medium CA.
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Float Construction Cont.
☐ Fit and bond F13a to F13b to create part F13.

☐ Fit rear decking F13 (arrow forward) to float 
assembly and bond to mounting plate F9 only.

☐ Bend F13 around rear of float and bond with 
thick or medium CA.

☐ Sand rear edge of F13 to match profile of the 
bottom of the float.

☐ Bond alignment plate F14(L) on top of 
forward mounting plate F8(L) (etching up and 
arrow forward).  Note: When building right 
float use parts F14(R) and bond to F8 (R).

☐ Bond alignment plate F15(L) on top of 
forward mounting plate F9(L) (etching up and 
arrow forward).  Note: When building right 
float use parts F14(R) and bond to F8 (R).
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Float Construction Cont.
☐ Bond one end of ply float bottom F16 to 

former F4, ensuring that the edge of F16 is 
flush with the rear face of F4.

☐ Bend F16 around assembly bonding with 
thick or medium CA.  The left float is now 
complete. Repeat the steps beginning on 
page 7 to build the right float. 

☐ Repeat the steps beginning on page 7 to 
build the right float. 

☐ Sand floats smooth, slightly round all  edges.  
leave the edge of the step sharp.

Finishing and Installation
☐ Cover floats with a high quality material such 

as StevensAero AeroFilm.

☐ Open slots for landing gear wires on top of 
the floats.

☐ Using a sharp knife or warm soldering iron, 
open the screw holes in the mounting plates.
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Finishing and Installation Cont.
☐ Use the diagrams supplied with this kit to 

identify the wire struts.  Mount the rear wire 
strut to the floats using four steel  landing gear 
straps and eight #2 - 1/4 in. screws.

☐ Mount the forward and middle wires to the 
forward mounting plate in the same way.

Note: The forward and middle strut wires nest 
together in the forward slot on the floats.

☐ Remove the gear from your Sky Scout.

☐ Loosely mount the floats to the fuselage.  
Reuse the original  gear straps and hardware.  
The middle and rear wires nest together in the 
rear slot and will be retained using two gear 
straps and four #2 - 1/4 in. screws.

☐ Align floats equal  distance apart and parallel 
with fuselage.  Tighten screws.
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Finishing and Installation Cont.
☐ Your Sky Scout™ is now well  equipped for 

sorties over the water.  Re-check and adjust 
your CG as the floats may impact your 
model’s balance.  Start out slowly on water 
learning how to perform low and high speed 
taxi’s prior to attempting your first flight.

☐ We know you will  enjoy many great flying 
sessions with your Sky Scout™ on floats.  Be 
certain to inspect and promptly repair any 
damage to avoid allowing moisture to infiltrate 
the float assemblies.
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